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INFORMAL PRESENTATION 2
Maggie Feltman-Ruiz
THE WRITING
I ended up going through about four or fıve drafts of writing over 
the course of this semester. To be honest, when I send this to an 
editor in the future to actually get it published, it’ll probably go 
through fıve more drafts. That being said, I’m really proud of the 
writing and how far it’s come from the fırst draft.
THE ILLUSTRATIONS
I went through multiple iterations of the illustrations in order to 
solidify a palette and a style. I started with a style inspired by the 
RISO (based off the critiques from the last informal presentation) 
which I ended up really hating. Luckily, I only did the RISO style on 
2 of the women. I went back to square one and started over in 
terms of the style. I really liked what I ended up with, so I 
continued going in that direction. There were a few different 
versions between the fırst one I show and the fınal one, but they 
were mainly just small tweaks to the illustrations and colors.
HATSHEPSUT
Version 1
HATSHEPSUT
Final on Spread
AGNODICE
Version 1
AGNODICE
Final on Spread
MARINA THE MONK
RISO Test Version 1
This is one of the women that I tested the RISO style on. I think 
it looks too modern for a book about women from history.
MARINA THE MONK
Final on Spread
JOAN OF ARC
Version 1
JOAN OF ARC
Final on Spread
ANNE
BONNY
Version 1
ANNE BONNY
Final on Spread
MARGARET 
BULKLEY
Version 1
MARGARET BULKLEY
Final on Spread
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Version 1
AMENTINE DUDEVANT
Final on Spread
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Version 1
CHARLEY PARKHURST
Final on Spread
CHARLOTTE BRONTE
RISO Test Version 1
Charlotte Bronte is the other woman I used in order to test the 
RISO print idea.
CHARLOTTE BRONTE
Final on Spread
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Version 1
JANE DIEULAFOY
Final on Spread
Version 1
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LAWRENCE
DOROTHY LAWRENCE
Final on Spread
RENA
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Version 1
RENA KANOKOGI
Final on Spread
THE EXTRA PAGES
After I fıgured out the direction for my illustrations, I started work 
on the infographic/transition pages in the book. I ended up with a 
total of four spreads: 2 women’s history timelines, a ‘why did they 
do it’ page, and a spread showcasing more women from history.
TIMELINE PART 1
WHY’D THEY DO IT
TIMELINE PART 2
MORE WOMEN
INDESIGN FILE
Throughout this entire process, I was slowly placing things into the 
InDesign doc. I added text decorations to the dedication page, 
table of contents and sources spreads in order to make the book 
feel more cohesive.
ENDPAPERS
I really love endpapers in children’s books, so I wanted to 
incorporate that into my thesis. Professor Dulemba gave me the 
idea to play off of the women in the circles on my ‘More Women’ 
spread, so I played off that idea and this is what I ended up with.
ENDPAPERS
THE COVER
THE COVER
I was stuck on a cover design for a while so I did some digging 
for inspiration and I started to realize the types of covers I was 
drawn too, and I ended up using that as a starting point for how 
I would set up my cover.
Front Back
COLLATERAL
Because of the COVID-19 situation, 
I had to rethink my approach to the 
collateral I made to go alongside 
the book. I printed the postcards 
through Moo, stickers through 
Redbubble and made my own 
magnetic bookmarks.
POSTCARDS
I printed the cards from Moo. The cards have the 
illustration of the woman on the front and the logo for the book 
on the back.
STICKERS
BOOKMARKS
THANK YOU!
